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Fixing run on sentences in a paragraph worksheet

About this worksheet: This sentence worksheet directs the student to rewrite a paragraph that contains many sentence works. The student must determine the run of sentences and add periods or other punctuation when necessary. Learning how to identify and define running on sentences is an important learning skill.
Often students do not check their own writing to check for a running sentence. This sentence sheet execution gives good practice by correcting sentence execution in the context of a paragraph. This worksheet is suitable for 9th grade, 10th, 11th and 12th grades. Ccs. Literacy. L.4.1 CCSS. Literacy. L.4.1.F CCSS.
Literacy. L.4.3 CCSS. Literacy. L.5.1 CCSS. Literacy. L.5.2 CCSS. Literacy. L.5.3 A finishing sentence occurs when two or more independent clauses are not connected correctly. Correct punctuation of the sentence of the arrangement. If correct, type C next to it. In the blank row after each word, type an independent
sentence starting with the word printed in parentheses. Add connectors and correct punctuation and uppercase letters. Edit the following paragraph. Adjust all sentences of the first sentence. Be sure to use proper punctuation and uppercase letters if necessary.  Read each sentence.  Select the sentence that's right to hit
the button.   Fill in a balloon to the correct answer. Write S in the blank before each simple sentence, C before each composite sentence and RO before each sentence of execution. Adjust the sentence for the ach. Correct the sentence in the paragraph. Same as in the above worksheet. Just one more thing for you. This
will require you to think about it in a profound and difficult way. Adjust the sentence of the program. Correct each of the following sentences by rewriting them on the lines. While listening to music, she often sings aloud for herself whether she's alone or not, and when I'm around and I hear her, it's really annoying,
especially since she couldn't carry a tune in a bucket! A group of words that does not express complete thought but is still stumbled over as a sentence is called a fragment. A snippet can be corrected by adding more words to make it a sentence. It can also be corrected by adding it to another sentence or correcting
punctuation. Read each sentence below. If it's a sentence on the ted. type RO online. If it is a fragment, type F online. If it is a full sentence, write S on the line. For a sentence to be sentenced, a group of words must contain both a subject and a verb and express their full thought. A fragment is a group of words that do
not express full thought, but are still punctuated as a sentence sentence Slicing is two or more full sentences that are stumbled upon as one long sentence. An incomplete sentence is called a snippet of the sentence. Either an object is missing, or predicately or does not express full thought. Read each set of words.
Write a snippet or sentence on the line. Revision of the sentence: George is an excellent student, he listens carefully, he follows directions and learns hard. Revise each snippet or sentence of execution so that it is a full, properly punctuated sentence. You can add words to snippets if necessary. Read each set of words.
If it is a sentence, write S in the queue. If it is a fragment, type F online. Read each sentence. If it is correct, as written, write correctly online. If it's a dog sentence, write Run-on on the line. Read each sentence. Is that a correct sentence, a cent or a fragment? Write your answer online. Read each sentence. Is that a
sentence or a snippet? Write your answer online. Practice started at eight, but there were only three people there, so we all had to wait another 20 minutes until the rest of the team arrived, the coach was angry. Read the paragraph. Highlight each snippet once. Highlight each sentence to less than one in two. Then, on a
separate sheet, rewrite the paragraph by correcting the errors. Find all the errors and swallow them in one sentence. This exercise will give you practice in identifying and correcting current sentences. Before trying the exercise, you may find it useful to review how to correct a sentence with a period or semicolon and
correct a step through coordination and subordination. The following paragraph contains three sentences per work line (sentences and/or commas). Read the paragraph aloud and mark all the sentences you find. Then adjust each execution according to the method you think is most effective. When you finish the
exercise, compare your adjustments with the following paragraph. Why did I have to get rid of the monster even though I'm a dog lover by nature, I recently had to give my three-month-old retriever, Plato. I had a few good reasons to do it. A few months ago, I took the dog from Humanitarian as a Christmas present for my
girlfriend. Alas, she dumped me on Christmas Eve, let myself take comfort in taking care of the dog. That's when my real grief began. - It wasn't broken. Throughout the apartment, he left small names, staining carpets and furniture, and collapsing the air, he hovered under all the newspapers I left him. To make matters
worse, his unbroken habits were supported by insatiable appetite. Not content with a sack of kibert and biscuit every day, he also took care of the couch and cut clothes, sheets and blankets, one night chewing on a friend's new pair of stuffy clothes. Finally, Plato just wasn't happy to be put in a small apartment. When I
was leaving, he was starting to whine and soon turned into a furious bark. As a result, my neighbours threatened to and the monster, as they called it. After six weeks of living with Plato, I gave it to my uncle at Backlight. Fortunately, Uncle Jerry is quite accustomed to feeding on animals, waste, noise and destruction.
Below is the corrected version of the paragraph used in the exercise above. Why did I have to get rid of the monster even though I'm a dog lover by nature, I recently had to give my three-month-old retriever, Plato. I had a few good reasons to do it. A few months ago, I took the dog from Humanitarian as a Christmas
present for my girlfriend. Alas, when you dumped me on Christmas Eve, I was left to comfort the dog. That's when my real grief began. - It wasn't broken. Throughout the apartment, he left small mansions, staining carpets and furniture and slobbering the air. He'd be hovering under all the papers I put on him. To make



matters worse, his unbroken habits were supported by insatiable appetite. Not content with sacks of Kibbles n Bits every day, he also cared on the couch and grated clothes, sheets and blankets. One night, he chewed up a pair of new signatures from a friend. Finally, Plato just wasn't happy to be put in a small
apartment. When I was leaving, he was starting to whine and soon turned into a furious bark. As a result, my neighbors threatened to kill me and the monster, as they accepted to call him. After six weeks of living with Plato, I gave it to my uncle at Backlight. Fortunately, Uncle Jerry is quite accustomed to feeding on
animals, waste, noise and destruction. Destruction.
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